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What is the Public Knowledge Project (PKP)?

- A research and software development project at the SFU Library

What are SFU course journals?

- Online, open access journals created in OJS and used in for-credit courses. Students submit work, participate in peer review, and publish a final version openly through the journal.
Course Journals Model 2: Students as Editors

Current Issue

Published November 27, 2018

Digital Dialogues: Navigating Online Spaces

“Digital Dialogues: Navigating Online Spaces” is the inaugural issue of
Benefits for students

- Participate in a “deep dive” into scholarly publishing.
- Build relationships and tell community stories.
- Gain hands-on experience with copyright, author rights, creative commons licensing, peer review, and open access.
- Develop critical thinking skills through participation in public scholarship.
- Familiarity with journal publishing software.
Challenges

● Time commitment from instructors & sustainability of journals
● Capacity for library support
● Collaborating with community members
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